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VP/USPS-T11-2.

a. When a carrier who is casing DALs in the office is tallied by the IOCS, is the

carrier recorded as casing a flat, or a DAL?  Please explain your answer.

b. If your answer to preceding part a is to the effect that the tally is recorded as a

flat, does the tally contain any information that could be used to indicate that the

carrier in fact was casing a DAL instead of the host flat piece?  Please explain

your answer.

c. When a DAL is the subject piece of an IOCS tally, does the tally contain any

information that the host flat piece, whose basic characteristics such as weight

and shape are recorded, is unaddressed?  Please explain your answer.

VP/USPS-T11-3.

Please refer to your responses to preceding interrogatories, VP/USPS-T11-1 and 2.

a. If IOCS tallies of city carriers do not distinguish between collating flats and

casing flats, and also do not distinguish between casing flats and casing DALS,

then:

(i) With respect to carrier activities associated with saturation flats, how

accurate is a profile that is developed from a compilation of IOCS

tallies? 

(ii) Witness Kelley develops estimates of the volumes of DALs and flats

that, respectively, are cased and collated.  How accurate are such
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estimates when they are based on or derived from IOCS tallies that do

not explicitly identify or distinguish between such activities?  

b. When one cannot tell from IOCS tallies whether carriers were (i) collating flats

in lieu of casing flats, or (ii) casing DALs in lieu of casing flats, please describe

how one develops a meaningful estimate of the coefficient of variation, or any

other pertinent measure of dispersion and statistical uncertainty for the volume

of saturation flats that carriers actually case.

VP/USPS-T11-5.

Does the Postal Service have any plans to change the IOCS so as to distinguish or

otherwise identify DALs explicitly when they are the subject of an IOCS tally that is

taken on letter-shaped pieces being DPS’d?

a. If so, please indicate when the IOCS will begin to record such information.

b. If not, please refer to USPS-T-42, page 12, lines 27-28 (which says that DALs

are often transported back to the plant for DPS processing) and explain how the

IOCS can be used to estimate either the cost or volume of DALs that are DPS’d

(or the proportion of DPS’d letter shaped pieces that are DALs).  


